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DRAWING NUMBER

4-Pole Class J Pulsed Overload Switch

OS60004

4-Pole - Module for aux. contacts
0X412X62X 22.88" in.
0X412X62X 21.38" in.
0X412X35X 19.10" in.
0X412X35X 16.00" in.
0X412X20X 14.50" in.
0X412X20X 12.00" in.

Operating Depth - Max. each depht
1.75"

Wiring Range:
02X8-800 - 8000 A
04X8-800 - 8000 A
06X8-800 - 8000 A
08X8-800 - 8000 A

L12 - 3 phase plug

Accessories:

HP 200 400 500
VAC 400 600 800

1A Fuse/Phase class

UL/CSA 9722

Contacts rated 9722

4-Pole Pulsed Overload Switch
Class J 600A 600VAC 4-Pole

OS60004